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Holmes, Harold C. (1877-1965)
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Clemens, Samuel Langhorne (1835-1910)
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Miller, Joaquin (1837-1913)
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Jackson, Joseph Henry (1894-1955)

corporate name
Rotary International (Oakland, Calif.)
Harold Holmes (1877-1965) was born in Toronto, Canada. His parents were British West Indians. They immigrated to the San Francisco Bay Area (1882) where his father operated the Holmes Book Co., which owned antiquarian book shops in San Francisco and Oakland. From 1895 young Holmes assisted his father and eventually took over the family business, running it until his death. An authority on California literary history, in his middle years Holmes was also active in Oakland civic affairs, serving as president of the Oakland Rotary Club (1946-47), a member of the Alameda County Probation Committee (1948), and, a trustee of the California College of Arts & Crafts. Holmes was working on his memoirs at the time of his death.

Scope and Content
The bulk of the Holmes Papers consists of the manuscript chapters of Harold Holmes’ memoirs.

BOX 1: HAROLD HOLMES PAPERS
1.1--Harold C. Holmes: Biographies & Clippings
1.2--Memorial Tributes to HCH
1.3--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 1: "From England to America"
1.4--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 5: "Bowing as a publisher"
1.5--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 6: "Fateful Awakening"
1.6--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 7: "Half a Century Ago"
1.7--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 9: "Junk heaps & polished halls"
1.8--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 12: "Patrons of renown"
1.9--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 13: "Historiographer extraordinaire"
1.10--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 14: "A bit of Twainiana"
1.11--HCH Memoirs, Chapt. 15: "Pioneer letters"
1.12--HCH Memoirs--no Chapt. indications
1.13--HCH Memoirs, Photos & captions for
1.14--HCH Memoirs, draft index [?]
1.15--HCH Memoirs [?], Two spiral binders w/ indexing
1.16--Oakland Rotary Club--Essays, Corresp., etc.
1.17-- Norris Library--Sale announcements
1.18--Notes & ephemera
1.19--Misc. Corresp., 1945-1964